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Abstract 
Three methods for triangle mesh segmentation, based on precomputed principal curvature values and using a region 
growing algorithm to label the vertices defining distinct surface regions, were developed, aiming at supporting the 
/ater manipulation of mesh models. Examples are presented, using different models, to illustrate their behavior. 
Results are promising but, in some cases, there is a clear need for a further post-processing step to refine the 
boundaries between adjoining regions and eliminate segmentation artifacts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Segmentation, the partition ofa 3D mesh model (or its sur
face) into meaningful components, is one important step in 
many mesh processing or manipulation methods, as well as 
in various applications, such as shape feature recognition 
and semantic modeling, and severa! mesh segmentation 
techniques have been developed in recent years (e.g., see 
[Attene 06] and [Shamir 06] and their references). Such 
a segmentation is usually guided by mesh properties (e.g., 
surface area or curvature), which are extracted prior to the 
proper segmentation process. 

Aiming at the !ater interactive edition and manipulation of 
mesh model features, in particular for models representing 
mechanical parts, we decided to evaluate the results of re
latively simple region growing approaches to triangle mesh 
segmentation, using principal curvature values previously 
computed at each mesh vertex as guiding properties. Our 
goal was, for such models, to avoid costly (e.g., optimiza
tion) procedures ofexisting methods (e.g., see [Lavoué 05] 
or [Vieira 05]). 

Three segmentation methods were deve loped and tested: 

1. simple mesh vertex labeling through region growing, 
directly using the value of one of the principal curva
hires computed at each vertex; 

2. as an improvement to the former, the range of ob
tained curvature values is partitioned into labeled 
bins, as a first step, and each mesh vertex is labeled 

accordingly; disconnected surface regions having the 
sarne label are then properly re-labeled through region 
growing; 

3. to better define the boundary of each surface region, 
sharp model edges are first detected, using principal 
curvature values, and the inner vertices of each en
closed region are then identified and labeled by region 
growing. 

ln the next section, a brief overview of existing approaches 
for mesh model segmentation, as well as methods for the 
computation of principal curvature values, is presented. 1 

Afterwards, the developed segmentation methods are de
scribed and their preliminary results illustrated by some 
examples, using different models. Some conclusions and 
ideas for further work are presented next. 

2. OVERVIEW 

Mesh segmentation is aimed at either partitioning a mesh 
into a number of surface regions that are (relatively) uni
form with respect to some properties (e.g., distance to a fit
ti ng plane or curvature values) - geometric segmentation 
-, or identifying parts that correspond to relevant shape 
features - semantic segmentation. Severa! approaches 
to mesh segmentation are based on region growing: first , 
starting from seed vertices, an initial set ofregions is iden
tified by (recursive) neighbor inspection, selection, and 

1 A detailed enumcration of the various existing approaches is out of 
the scope of thi s short paper. 
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clustering; then, from that initial set, the regions partition
ing a model are defined through assignment and/or merg
ing operations. Other existing approaches are based on 
spectral analysis or graph-based techniques. Of particu
lar importance for any segmentation method are the crite
ria ( e.g., planarity, allowed differences in the directions of 
normal vectors, or features offitting surfaces) for deciding 
which elements belong to the sarne region, or particular 
constraints (e.g., minimum diameter or area of a region) 
conditioning the segmentation process. For further details 
see the survey in [Shamir 06], as well as the comparison of 
results for different segmentation methods in [Attene 06]. 

Curvature values estimated at mesh vertices can be used 
to identify mesh features , such as ridges or convex and 
concave shapes, providing an indication of how a mesh 
surface behaves in the neighborhood of a vertex. Mesh 
curvature computation methods are usually classified into 
three categories [Gatzke 06]: (!) fitting methods, which 
determine an analytic function that locally best-fits the 
mesh and whose curvature function is well-defined (e.g., 
[Goldfeather 04]); as an altemative, discrete methods ei
ther (2) directly estimate curvature values and directions 
(e.g., [Meyer 03]) or (3) approximate the curvature ten
sor, from which curvature information is then found (e.g., 
[Rusinkiewicz 04, Theisel 04]). For further details see the 
survey and the comparison of results for different curvature 
computation methods in [Gatzke 06]. 

3. PRINCIPAL CURVATURE-BASED SEGMENTA
TION 

The developed mesh segmentation methods aim at be
ing faster and less demanding altematives to existing ap
proaches, and are intended to be applied to mesh models 
of mechanical parts/objects, with distinct shape features 
and sharp edges. ln addition to using region growing to 
identify successive mesh regions, dueto its computational 
simplicity, we decided to use principal curvature values 
as guiding properties for the segmentation, since mechani
cal models possess distinctive principal curvature distribu
tions, which can also be used for model classification (e.g., 
[Ip 06]). 

For a point on a planar curve, curvature is defined as the re
ciprocai of the radius of the osculating circle at that point. 
Given a point on a surface, the surface normal vector at that 
point and an intersecting plane containing the point and the 
normal vector, normal curvature is defined as the curvature 
of the defined intersection curve. The principal curvatures 
k1 and k2 are the largest and smallest normal curvature 
values at that point. Note that, for a given surface point, if 
ali normal curvature values are equal, no principal curva
tures are defined (e.g., for a point on a planar or spherical 
surface). 

The principal curvature values used by the segmentation 
methods are previously computed using the method by 
Theisel et ai., for an efficient estimation of the curvature 
tensor, from which the principal curvature values can be 
easily extracted [Theisel 04]: first, given the estimated nor
mal vectors at each mesh vertex, the face curvature tensor 
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Figure 1. Sim pie region growing using k1 : 

front and back of the colored CASTING model 
depicting the segmented regions. 

is cornputed separately for each mesh triangle; then, for 
each mesh vertex, the principal curvature values are com
puted by averaging the contributions of the curvature ten
sors defined for the neighboring triangles. 

3.1. Simple Region Growing 

ln this method only the values computed at each mesh ver
tex, for one ofthe principal curvatures (k1 or k2), are used. 
The vertex labeling process starts by choosing and label
ing one (start or seed) vertex; then the curvature values 
of its direct (1-ring) neighbors are inspected: if they are 
within the range [pCurv - ô,pCurv + r5], where pCurv 
is the principal curvature value for the start vertex and ô a 
tolerance value defined by the user, they are marked with 
the sarne label as the start vertex, thus considering them 
part of the sarne surface region. The neighborhood analy
sis proceeds recursively until no more (neighboring) ver
tices can be labeled and included in the sarne region. The 
region growing process then restarts by selecting an unla
beled rnesh vertex, ifany, and proceeding in the sarne way. 

Two issues inftuence the segmentation results obtained 
through this method: ( 1) the user defined tolerance ô and 
(2) the (unlabeled) vertices chosen as starting points for 
region growing. ln the test examples, the starting vertices 
have been chosen with no particular criterion. An exam
ple prototype, with a simple user interface, was developed 
which allows varying the ô values and visualizing the seg
mentation results. 



Figure 2. Simple region growing: segmented 
EIGHT model using principal curvatures 11:1 
(left) and 11:2 (right). 

Figure 3. Simple region growing, using k1 : 

protruding regions in the BLOCKFS model 
have been segmented. 

Figure 1 shows a model segmented using this method: the 
center hole is not segmented correctly, but a smaller value 
of ô would have resulted in severa! small regions appear
ing on the back side. Principal curvature 11:1 allowed, in 
general, better segmentation results than 11:2 ; such different 
segmentation results are depicted in Fig. 2 for the EIGHT 

model: notice how the segmentation created using 11:1 pro
duces a visually pleasing result, which is semantically cor
rect. Finally, notice how this method allowed segmenting 
protruding regions of a model, as shown in Fig. 3. 

3.2. Curvature Bins 

As mentioned above, the Simple Region Growing segmen
tation method is affected by the choice of the seed ver
tices. As we did not want to introduce an optimization step 
for such choice, we devised a different strategy for an ini
tial vertex labeling: for 11:1 or 11:2 , the range of obtained 
curvature values is partitioned into labeled bins and each 
mesh vertex is labeled accordingly. Thus, ali mesh ver
tices with curvature values belonging to the sarne bin are 
marked with the sarne label, even if they do not belong 
to the sarne surface region. Disconnected surface regions 
whose mesh vertices have the sarne label are then properly 
re-labeled through region growing. 

Figure 4 shows the model from Fig. 1 but now segmented 
with this new method. Notice that the center hole has now 

Figure 4. Curvature bins: segmented re
gions (using k1) for the CASTING model. 

been correctly identified. For this particular model, the ini
tial labeling resulted from subdividing the curvature range 
into just four bins. 

Finally, Fig. 5 shows severa! segmentation examples us
ing this method. For the two models on the right, some 
very small regions in the middle of larger surface areas 
can be visually identified. This is probably due to the 
topology of some 1-ring neighborhoods on those regions. 
A post-processing step would certainly remove such rela
tively small regions, by vertex re-labeling. 

An example prototype, with a simple user interface, was 
developed which allows dividing the range of selected 
principal curvature values (11:1 or 11:2 ) into a maximum num
ber of 1 O bins, with varying amplitudes. The main problem 
with this segmentation method is that it can be difficult to 
manually define an optimum amplitude for each bin. 

4. EDGE-BASED SEGMENTATION 

To avoid the erroneously labeled small regions in the mid
dle of larger regions, resulting from the previous segmen
tation method, and to better define the boundary of seg
mented regions, we decided to perform a first initial step 
to detect sharp edges on the model surface, again based on 
previously computed principal curvature values. The inner 
mesh vertices belonging to each enclosed surface region 
are then identified and labeled by region growing. 

Sharp edges are detected using a method described by 
Vieira and Shimada [Vieira 05]. First, for each mesh ver
tex v;, its neighborhood size is determined by averaging 
the length ofthe edges incident to it: 

(1) 
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Figure 5. Curvature bins: severa! segmented models (using ki) . From left to right, SCREWDRIV ER, 
GENUS3, ROCKERARM and PUMP. 

>. = 1 >. = 2 >. = 10 

Figure 6. Sharp edges detected on the FA DISK model, for different values of >. and using k1 • 

Then, vertex vi is considered as being part of a sharp edge 
if 

1 

1 
·! < Àlavg,i, 

K.1nax ,i 
(2) 

where -
1 

- 1
- .

1 
is the minimum curvature radius for vertex 

K ,nax , t 

vi , and ~max,i is the largest magnitude principal curvature 
for that vertex. 

Although Vieira and Shimada [Vieira 05) consider a value 
of 1 O for the >. parameter in ali situations, some experi
ments seemed to show that this parameter must vary ac
cording to a model characteristics. Figure 6 shows the 
sharp edges detected for different values of >.,for the FAN
DISK model; notice that when >. = 10 the detected sharp 
edges are "exaggerated". Thus, >. allows adjusting the 
sharp edge detection sensibi li ty. 

After detecting the sharp edges and labeling their vertices, 
a region growing algorithm is repeatedly applied to seg
ment the different model regions: starting in any unlabeled 
(inner) mesh vertex, that vertex and its neighbors wi ll be 
recursively labeled until marked sharp edge vertices are 
reached. This process is repeated for ali not yet labeled 
mesh vertices . 

Afterwards, the vertices marked as part of sharp edges 
must be included in the segmented regions those edges en
close. Thus, in a further step, ali sharp edge vertices are 
processed and included in the closest region by an appro
priate labeling. 

Figure 7 shows the CA STI NG model presented earlier, but 
now segmented with this method: once again it resulted in 
a proper segmentation. ln Fig. 8 thc dctected sharp edges 
and a new segmentation for the G ENU 3 model are pre-
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sented: two main regions were identified, one for the in
terior and another for the exterior of the model. This seg
mentation is different from that presented in Fig. 5, which 
exhibits additional regions. Finally, Fig. 9 shows two more 
examples of segmentations obtained using this method. 

Figure 8. Edge-based segmentation, using 
k1 : detected sharp edges (top) and seg
mente d regions for the G ENUS3 model (bot
tom). 

An example prototype with a simple user interface was de
veloped which allows: ( 1) defining a value for >. and vi
suali zing the detected sharp edges and, starting from the 



Figure 7. Edge-based segmentation, using k1 : detected sharp edges (left) and segmented regions 
for the CASTING model. 

Figure 9. Edge-based segmentation, using 
k1 : segmented regions forthe CUBE (top) and 
FANDISK (bottom) models. 

marked vertices belonging to the sharp edges, (2) segment
ing surface regions, bounded by the detected edges, by la
beling the remaining vertices through appropriate region 
growing. Clearly, the resulting segmentation is influenced 
by the resu lt ofthe sharp edge detection stage, i.e., by the 
value chosen for the parameter À. 

A further problem is how to deal with the mesh vertices 
initially marked as part of sharp edges: assigning them 
blindly to one of the closest surface regions might result in 
some erratic behavior on the region boundaries - as can 
be seen, for example, on the CUBE model in Fig 9. Also, 
for a narrow region , two opposing sharp edges might end 
up by getting connected (dueto vertex proximity), thus di
viding the region in two: this can be observed in the frontal 

part ofthe FAND!SK model shown in Figs. 6 and 9. 

5. CONCLUSIONS ANO FURTHER WORK 

Using principal curvature values as guiding properties, 
three methods for triangle mesh segmentation using region 
growing to label the vertices defining distinct surface re
gions were described. The methods are intended to be ap
plied to mesh models ofmechanical parts/objects, with dis
tinct shape features and sharp edges. The developed meth
ods aim at being faster and less demanding altematives to 
existing approaches. A preliminary assessment oftheir be
havior was done using different models. 

The first segmentation method, using just the simple re
gion growing, is computationally less demanding, but is 
rather sensitive to the choice of seed mesh vertices and the 
amplitude of the allowed curvature variation interval, as 
expected. At the moment, the second method, based on 
the previous partition ofthe range of curvature values into 
bins, cannot be applied without user intervention for the 
selection of the number of bins and their amplitudes. The 
third edge-based segmentation method gave very interest
ing results, but might not work for some types of models 
(e.g., the EIGHT model) dueto the impossibility of detect
ing sharp edges in such cases. 

Each one of the devised methods provides a first solu
tion to the mesh segmentation problem and results seem 
to be promising, although, in most cases, there is a clear 
need for further post-processing of the segmentation re
su lts (i.e., the labeled mesh) to remove segmentation arti
facts, as is done in similar segmentation approaches (e.g., 
in [Lavoué 05] and (Vieira 05]). 

An interesting idea for further work is to evaluate the even
tual advantage of performing the segmentation using si
multaneously the two principal curvature values assigned 
to each mesh vertex, in ali three methods. Furthermore, 
some additional processing operations can be envisaged 
for each of the devised methods. For instance, ( 1) for the 
simple region growing, an efficient criterion for choosing 
the seed mesh vertices should be applied; (2) the num
ber and amplitudes of the curvature bins, in the second 
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segmentation method, should be detennined by a proper 
analysis of the principal curvature distributions; (3) a cri
terion to better assign sharp edge vertices to neighboring 
regions, and thus refine region boundaries, in the third seg
mentation method, has also to be devised. 
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